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A variety of clamps specifically designed for handling home appliance
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CARTON CLAMPS FOR HOME APPLIANCE PRODUCTS
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White Goods Clamps
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Designed specifically for handling a widevariety of
appliances in box or clear view packaging
configuration. Articulating pads provide optimum
contact with the unit load. Stabilizer design
distributes clamp force evenly, reducing product
damage by requiring less force to hold a load.
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Forward Rotating Arm Clamps
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Designed to be used near loading trailer when
T-loading refrigerators. Requires three steps:
clamp and rotate, unclamp then reclamp before
driving into the trailer.
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Fold-up Forks Carton Clamps
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For applications that occasionally require the
moving of pallets. Also called the "shopping
clamp" because you can start with an empty
pallet and fill it by "shopping" around the
warehouse.
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Options
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Four Points Clamp Force Tester
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Designed to determine on site how much force the
Carton Clamps or Paper Roll Clamp applies to a
load.
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When saving time, space and money is your priority
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TFCTM- Touch Force Control
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TFCTM - Touch Force Control–is an innovative
new pressure and clamp force control system
invented by Cascade Corporation for warehousing
operations.
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Four-Position Pressure Regulator Valve
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Allows clamping force to vary from load to load using
the minimum required hydraulic pressure settings.
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Cascade offers a broad selection of carton clamps for palletless applications as well as attachments used to handle
pallets. The result is faster and more precise handling, leading to improved productivity, less damage and happy
customers.
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Whatever the application, we can handle it.
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6 pivot points Carton Clamps
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When moving appliances and electronics with efficiency and
accuracy matters to you.
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8 pivot points Carton Clamps
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White Goods Clamps
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Backrest can improve the stability of loads during handling
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Superior clamping force distribution for secure
and damage free handling of loads

摆动式夹板可为货物提供最优化的夹紧力。
Articulating pads provide optimum contact with the
unit load.
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Equal arm movement
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Options: Quick-Disconnect
Mounting Kits
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6 pivot points fastening the contact
pad to the stabilizer

卡斯卡特白色家电夹将夹紧力均匀
地沿着夹板表面分布，降低了货物
破损。
Cascade White Goods Clamps distribute
clamp force evenly along the pad surface,
reducing damage.
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8 pivot points fastening the contact
pad to the stabilizer
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Gas Cookers
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Ovens
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Washing Machines
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Refrigerators
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Air Conditioners (Outdoor Unit)
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Air Conditioners (Indoor Unit)
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LED Products
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Extractor Hoods
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Water Heaters
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Electromobiles
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Disinfection Cabinets
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Deepfreezes

